
 

 

 

 

INTERNATIONAL ETCHELLS CLASS 2017 QUEENSLAND STATE CHAMPIONSHIP 

SAILING INSTRUCTIONS AMENDMENT #4  

17 Safety Regulations 

17.1 All skippers shall SIGN ON before racing each day and SIGN OFF at the earliest 
possible time after the completion of racing each day (but not later than the end of 
protest time). Sign on/off sheets will be located outside the Sailing Office. 

17.2 The skipper of a boat that retires or does not intend to continue racing is required to 
SIGN OFF immediately on return to shore.  
 

17.3 Failure to comply with this sailing instruction (DELETE) may result in protest 
by the race committee. Penalties for these breaches may be less than 
disqualification if the Protest Committee so decides. (INSERT) shall result in a 
standard penalty being applied by the race committee. 
17.3.1 (INSERT) Failure to SIGN ON shall result in that boat being penalised 

four (4) points for the first race of the session (but not worse than 
DNF). Failure to SIGN OFF shall result in that boat being penalised 
four (4) points for the last race of the session (but not worse than 
DNF). Penalties will be applied without a heading. This changes RRS 
63.1 and A5 
 

Note: Failure to SIGN OFF may result in a full safety alert with the race committee 
vessels and patrol boats remaining on course until the vessel is found. 

17.4 A boat which retires from a race shall advise the Race Committee via VHF Channel 72 
or, if reasonably practicable, pass close enough to a race committee vessel or patrol 
boat to signal its retirement. 

17.5 Tow lines – all boats shall carry and use tow lines that are in accordance with the 
Etchells Class Rules. Tows may be refused if tow ropes do not comply. 

17.6 Competitors shall comply with the following Harbour By-Laws which are part of 
RQYS’s Aquatic Permit Conditions: 
17.6.1 All sailing vessels shall give way to powered vessels at all times whilst inside 

the Manly Boat Harbour. 
17.6.2 Once outside the Manly Boat Harbour, competitors are to as soon as 

possible stay outside of the main channel, keeping clear of powered vessels.    
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